


HEAVENLY SWORD 2013
The film is based on the best-selling game “Heavenly Sword” and was developed 
by SONY for PS3. The feature film is produced by Blockade Entertainment with 
stunning CGI animation from AZworks.

Nariko’s clan has long protected the “Heavenly Sword”, a god’s blade of immense 
power that drains its wielder of their life force. A power-hungry ruler known 
as the evil King Bohan seeks to obtain the sword to gain its devastating power.  
As the impending apocalypse nears, how long can Nariko resist the sword’s 
deadly curse?

Pre-release marketing support on PS3 and PS4 platforms.

All new top CGI game style animation with a huge pre-existing fan base in the 
millions, for the characters and story. 

• Major marketing spend on the PS3 and PS4 worldwide
• Sony to release platinum edition of Heavenly Sword game  

and will cross-promote timed with film release
• PlayStation network has 100 million + active users worldwide
• From Creative Producer Kevin Munroe  

(Director of Warner Bros. TMNT: Teenage Mutant Ninja Turtle 
Director of Rachet and Clank). 

ANIMATED ACTION ADVENTURE

T R A I L E R



NARIKO: ANNA TORV
Anna Torv is an Australian born actress best known for her role as 
Agent Olivia Dunham on the hit television series, Fringe. She has 
also appeared in numerous television productions including HBO’s 
mini-series The Pacific as Virginia Grey. Anna has been nominated 
5 times for the Saturn Award Best Television Actress from 2009 to 
2013, winning a total of 4 times. Recently, it was announced that 
Anna is returning to HBO in Ryan Murphy’s pilot “Open”. Anna Torv 
voiced the title character, Nariko, in Sony PlayStation’s Heavenly 
Sword video game. KING BOHAN: ALFRED MOLINA

Alfred Molina is a British actor known for his roles in Raiders of the Lost 
Ark, Prick Up Your Ears, The Man Who Knew Too Little, Spider-Man 2, 
Maverick, Species, Not Without My Daughter, Chocolat, Frida, Steam-
boy, The Hoax, Prince of Persia: The Sands of Time, The Da Vinci Code, 
and The Sorcerer’s Apprentice. He has recently starred as Detective 
Ricardo Morales on the NBA television series, Law & Order: LA, and 
on the BBC sitcom Roger & Val Have Just Got In.

THE  SETTING  OF  HEAVENLY  SWORD
 
The world of Heavenly Sword is a beautifully rendered fantasy 
realm that is heavily influenced by ancient Asian architecture 
and landscapes, with a mix of European technologies and 
accents. Centuries old,  this world, from villages to castles, 
breathes magic and fantasy from every corner.

RELEASE STRATEGY

Playstation Worldwide Studios will release HEAVENLY 
SWORD through their global PS3 and PS4 networks, totaling 
over 100 million subscribers. This release will be an exclusive 
30 day window following each territories’ theatrical release. 
TriCoast Worldwide projects the Theatrical window to begin 
within Q3, 2014. The Distributor can release theatrically and 
then the PS3/PS4 Network window follows 30 days later (or 
at the close of the theatrical window within the territory.) 



SIRIUS 2013
FIRST EVER ALIEN DISCOVERY /
DNA VERIFIED BY STANFORD UNIVERSITY

Sirius is a feature length documentary that follows Dr. Steven Greer - a medical 
doctor turned UFO/ New Energy researcher – as he struggles to disclose top secret 
information about classified energy & propulsion techniques. Along the way, Dr. 
Greer investigates new technology and sheds light on criminal suppression. He ac-
cumulates over 100 Government, Military, and Intelligence Community witnesses 
who testify on record about their first-hand experiences with UFOs and with the 
cover-up.

In the course of his research Dr. Greer is asked to look at an amazing find: a human-
oid specimen, 6 inches long from the Atacama Desert. Not until 2012 was he given 
permission to take bone samples and DNA from the specimen. At that same time a 
pre-eminent geneticist, hearing of this find, offered to do DNA testing. He en-
listed an MD from the same university,- world renowned for his work with skeletal 
anomalies, to view the x-rays and CT scans. Their expertise along with Dr. Greer’s 
expansive knowledge of the subject bring more questions than answers. Where did 
this ‘Atacama Humanoid’ come from? Are there others like it? What does it say 
about the origin of the human species?

While on this odyssey, the audience gains a whole new perspective on technology, 
human evolution, and clandestine organizations who have manipulated and con-
trolled the public for centuries.

T R A I L E R

ALIEN DISCOVERY / DOCUMENTED EVENT



T R A I L E R

THE OMEGA ZONE 
Pre-Production
Executive Producer, Showrunner: Scott Hartford 
(Producer, Showrunner of History Channel / H2: ANCIENT ALIENS) 

This provocative new television series will reveal how cutting-edge technology and 
the latest research are not only solving the mysteries behind spiritual practices from 
thousands of years ago, but also advancing our understanding of the science-spirit 
connection in ways that will forever change the way we live.

Stylish graphics and visually stunning footage will tell the “stranger than fiction” stories 
of how real science is investigating real spiritual phenomena: everything from energy 
healing and mysteries of the occult, to past-life “echoes” and near-death experiences.

INTERNATIONAL CO-PRODUCTION OPPORTUNITY

13 x 30 minute Non-Fiction Television Series
with Celebrity Host

FACTUAL TELEVISION SERIES



TOOLBOX MURDERS 2 
2013
BRUCE DERN:
WINNER BEST ACTOR CANNES FILM FESTIVL 2013
ACADEMY AWARD 2014 NOMINEE
GOLDEN GLOBE 2013 NOMINEE

Picking up directly after the events portrayed in Tobe Hoopers 2004 version of 
“The Toolbox Murders”, the film intensifies the terrifying exploration into one of 
Hollywoods’ most twisted killers as yet known in the annals of American history.

The killer reappears in the neighborhood where Nell and Stephen lived in the 
last film and Nell is found brutally murdered. When her sister Samantha is noti-
fied, she is completely panicked little knowing that she is soon to be kidnapped 
and held captive in his house of horrors and will undergo the most unspeakable 
tortures with little hope of escape. But does she?

The film will shock, sicken, and thrill the viewer while pushing every envelope 
imaginable as it leads the viewer into the darkest recesses of what is to become 
one of the classic horror films of the millennium.

HORROR

T R A I L E R



THE SACRED 2013
On the edge of a breakdown, horror writer Jessie retreats to her dead 
aunt’s cabin to unlock the nagging secret in her subconscious. At the 
cabin an evil young child and her possessed doll trigger flashbacks of an 
exorcism and the dark secrets of Jessie’s past. When a beautiful succubus 
seduces Jessie in the cabin and precipitates the final conflict with the 
devil child, only the Angel Gabriel can save her in this classic Good Vs 
Evil struggle played out in a lonely cabin in the woods. 

Starring JEFF FAHEY, SID HAIG AND HEATHER ROOP.

Phase 4 Films - North American release in association 
with The Weinstein Company.

T R A I L E R

SUPERNATURAL THRILLER



CENTRE PLACE 2013
Starring SULLIVAN STAPLETON

Lizzie Baxter (Julia Markovski – Ektopos), a 28 year old sales assistant in a trendy 
Melbourne fashion boutique, is living in denial. She plans to marry Simon and 
move with him to Paris to follow her dream of becoming an artist. Unfortunately, 
Simon dumps her and, to make matters worse, her apartment burns down. 
Lizzie’s whole world is tumbling and she realizes that she hasn’t made anything 
of herself. Can James (Sullivan Stapleton), an old flame, and her estranged Father 
help her grow up and take on a real life of her own?

ROMANTIC COMEDY

T R A I L E R

SULLIVAN STAPLETON’s lead performance in GANGSTER SQUAD led to his
starring, top-billing role in the 2014 epic Warner Brothers / Legendary Pictures 
sequel,  300: RISE OF AN EMPIRE .



ALMOST SHARKPROOF 2013
with JON LOVITZ (Casino Jack, The Benchwarmers)
MICHAEL DRAYER (The Wrestler, August Rush)
CAMERON VAN HOY (Treasure Of The Black Jaguar)

Broke, busted, and living in a tent outside their parents’ backyard, Vince (Cameron Van Hoy) 
and Freddy (Michael Drayer) hit on the idea of a lifetime, sharkproof wetsuits, and are de-
termined to strike it rich. They go to local loan shark “Max” (Jon Lovitz) who owns a club 
in downtown, LA to fund the venture. At the club they both fall in love with the same girl, 
Isabella (Kinga Kierzek), the receiving half of a knife-throwing duo who are preforming at the 
club. Yuri (Ken Davitian) is her drunk, knife-throwing partner. After several Ferrari-fueled 
car chases, shoot outs, and mob mayhem, the two heros save the girl and take down the loan 
shark’s mob. ‘Almost Sharkproof ’ is an action / buddy / comedy in the vein of ‘Cop Out’ and 
‘Wedding Crashers’.

 

T R A I L E R

ACTION/COMEDY
US Release Gaiam/Vivendi 2014



T R A I L E R

JET SET 2013
Being in a “normal” relationship is hard enough, but when two celeb’s hook up, its a 
paparazzi’s dream. This romantic action/comedy tells the story of a hollywood JET SET 
couple that will do anything to hide their escapades, proving that keeping a reputation 
can sometimes be even harder than making one. Exotic locations, trendy scenery, luxu-
rious habits, JET SET serves audiences with a flavor of the celebrity, uber-rich lifestyle 
and the criminals-with-a-camera that follow them around.

Featuring  Janna Pirogova, Bart Voitila, Eric Roberts, Michael Pare, and Martin Kove. 

5 HOUR FRIENDS 2013
Tom Sizemore (“Saving Private Ryan”) is Timothy Bonner; golf champ, party 
guy and sex addict. He’s the ultimate guy who can’t say no to a good time. While 
he plays by the strict rules of golf, Tim cheats at everything else in his life. 

Tim catapults towards crisis when several alcohol-fueled affairs, an ex wife, a gay 
son and a broke business all catch up to him at once. It will take a good woman 
to sort him out, and many try. Kimberlin Brown (“Bold & The Beautiful”) plays 
Carla Bianchi a  high powered lawyer with a passion for golf and sexual hi-jinks, 
Musetta Vanda (“The Cell”) plays Candy, the girl that ultimately steals his heart 
by keeping him honest.

 



T R A I L E R

ABSOLUTE KILLERS 2013
Starring EDWARD FURLONG (Terminator 2, The Green Hornet)
MEAT LOAF (Fight Club, Zookeeper)
ED ASNER (Elf, Mary Tyler Moore) 

Johnny Graham, raised by the Torino crime family after the death of his parents, is repeat-
edly torn between loyalty to his adoptive family and his conscience. When Anthony To-
rino, the volatile heir-apparent, turns his deadly sights on the DA prosecuting him for the 
cold-blooded murder of his own cousin, Johnny is finally moved to act. To win this battle, 
Johnny would have to take on his family, leave the only life he’s known and become the 
enemy. Loyalty can be deadly.

LITTLE RED 2013
This unsettling and arresting adaptation of the age old fairy tale Little Red Riding Hood un-
covers timeless dangers that lurk in the dark side of human nature.  A young girl runs away 
from home in search of a dream that might not really exist. She is forced to confront a chilling 
reality of  life when something dark and beastly follows close behind.  This visually enchanting 
film evokes the spirit of Kubrick’s Lolita and the aesthetic nature of Antonioni’s L’avventura.

SELECTED: OPENING FILM BERLIN INT’L FILM FESTIVAL 2013
WINNER OF 7 FILM FESTIVALS



T R A I L E R

INUK 2012
Executive Producer TOM MOUNT (Natural Born Killers)
 
A young Inuit native boy sees his father die hunting seals. 10 years later he has to make 
a choice between living in an urban world of rap music and violence or returning to the 
old tribal ways of his ancestors, hunting and living off the land.

WINNER OF 28 FESTIVAL AWARDS

GREENLAND’S OFFICIAL ENTRY INTO
THE 2013 ACADEMY AWARDS™
BEST FOREIGN FILM CATEGORY.

GERMAN THEATRICAL RELEASE FEBRUARY 2013 

US Theatrical Release Roxie Releasing FEBRUARY 2014

FAMILY ADVENTURE



TWO JACKS 2012
Helmed by acclaimed director Bernard Rose (Candyman, Im-
mortal Beloved) and starring DANNY HUSTON (X-Men Ori-
gins: Wolverine, 21 Grams), SIENNA MILLER 
(Factory Girl, Stardust, Casanova) and JACK HUSTON (The 
Twilight Saga: Eclipse, HBO’s Boardwalk Empire).

Two Jacks is a fast-paced, glamorous and romantic vision of 
Hollywood now and then. The story is of legendary film director 
Jack Hussar (DANNY HUSTON), a notorious gambler and 
womanizer, returning to Los Angeles to raise financing for his 
next film. In a whirlwind night on the town, Jack seduces the 
stunning Diana (SIENNA MILLER), hits some wild industry 
parties, narrowly escapes a brush with the law, before playing 
a high-stakes poker game at dawn. Years later, Jack Hussar 
Jr. (JACK HUSTON) arrives in Hollywood for his directorial 

debut, and Diana (played 
by JACQUELINE BISSET) 
finds her daughter falling 
for her former lover’s son. 
At the core of this film we 
see the struggle of a son 
trying to step out of the 
shadow of his  
famous father.

Also  Starring  IZABELLA 
MIKO (Yellow, Clash of the 
Titans), BILLY ZANE (Ti-
tanic, Back to the Future) and 
LYDIA HEARST (The Last 
International Playboy).

BASED ON THE TOLSTOY SHORT STORY  
THE TWO HUSSARS T R A I L E R

US Theatrical Release Breaking Glass Pictures 2013

ROMANTIC / DRAMA



T R A I L E R

TREASURE OF THE BLACK JAGUAR 
In this adventure film with grindhouse undertones, 2 boys with a get rich quick scheme end up in 
prison, but when they meet a famed treasure hunter named Blake West with a plan to break out, 
they agree to journey out into The Devil’s Desert to uncover a mysteriously cursed artifact. Blake 
West’s former employer, a Japanese industrialist, is determined to beat our heroes to the treasure 
and stop the boys by any means necessary.

Soundtrack by SPINDRIFT and THE DANDY WARHOLS. 
Starring TIMOTHY V. MURPHY (National Treasure with NICOLAS CAGE), MICHAEL DRAYER 
(The Wrestler) and Japanese stars HIDETOSHI IMURA & MASAYUKI IMAI 

US THEATRICAL RELEASE 2013

THE BUNKER 2013
Starring UFC champion, pro wrestler and MMA fighter KEN SHAMROCK        
Also starring WEC champion and MMA fighter MIKE BROWN  
The Bunker,” is a fictional war torn valor story of heroism, set in the uncharted lands of 
“The Ho Bo Woods” in southern Vietnam 1965. Following a bogus ghost hunt for a miss-
ing Special Forces unit lead by a man they call “Ranger”, Pvt. Johannes Schenke attempts 
to save an alleged North Vietnamese Army operative, a girl named Kim-Ly, along with his 
fellow comrades who have all been captured by Ranger and his renegade Special Forces 
squad while operating out of an abandoned bunker.  As Ranger’s paranoia descends into 
madness, his underground headquarters come under attack and hand to hand combat 
explodes.  In the tradition of “Apocalypse Now”. 

US RELEASE INCEPTION MEDIA GROUP 2014

Poster Courtesy Inception Media Group



T R A I L E R

#ActorsWanted 2013
Produced by famed horror director Brett Leonard (Virtuosity, The Lawnmower Man)

In the vein of Saw, this film incorporates current social media as seven young hope-
fuls send in videos to win a role in an upcoming movie, but our director will take his 
thriller script very literally....making it a role to die for.

AT PRESTON CASTLE 2013
50 years ago inmates were murdered...  evil still lurks AT PRESTON CASTLE.
When LIZ (Mackenzie Firgens) returns home on a college break with a broken heart, her best friend 
ASHLEY (Heather Tocquigny) coaxes her out for a rendezvous with ex-boyfriend DANNY (Jake 
White.) AT PRESTON CASTLE, an abandoned boys correctional institute with a gruesome past.  
What begins with three teens seeking vicarious excitement turns into a grisly  nightmare, as they are 
forced to sort out their past and escape an evil presence still lurking in the castle. As they probe the 
decaying depths and dark shadows of PRESTON CASTLE, they find themselves in deep trouble with 
no way out from the maze of rooms and locked doors. Trapped inside, they’re caught in a horrifying 
life and death struggle with the unstoppable evil. Can they survive the night? This taut supernatural 
thriller will keep you on the edge of your seat.



T R A I L E R

THE SPEAK 2012
In the vein of Paranormal Activity, director Anthony Pierce flips a switch on the 
supernatural genre and films an entire movie in one take.  We follow a young film 
crew as they attempt to create a paranormal web series in the most haunted hotel in 
the U.S.  After performing a ritual called “the speak”, the crew unleashes spirits that 
they are simply not prepared for.  

Starring TOM SIZEMORE (Saving Private Ryan / Black Hawk Down), 
KRISTINA ANAPAU (Black Swan, HBO Series True Blood)

THE CURSED 2010
A supernatural thriller set in a cozy Tennessee town where Sheriff Jimmy Mul-
doon (COSTAS MANDYLOR Mobsters, Saw IV, Saw V) and younger brother, 
Deputy Lloyd Muldoon (LOUIS MANDYLOR The Set Up, My Big Fat Greek 
Wedding), have a firm grasp of law and order until a handsome stranger, Denny 
White (BRAD THORNTON Kickboxer 4), comes to town. As soon as White 
arrives, supernatural events begin to occur.

NORTH AMERICAN SYFY PREMIERE 2010



T R A I L E R

THE GRAND 2007
The Grand is set in the world of  professional poker and follows six players who reach the final table of 
the Grand  Championship. One of the players (WOODY HARRELSON) has a lot at stake, his plan 
is to buy back his dead grandfather’s hotel-casino from the real estate developer who stole it, by 
winning the world’s most famous high stakes poker tournament.

A Tr ibeca  Fi lm Fest iva l  favor ite ,  the  f i lm boasts  a  ste l lar,  international comedic cast 
WOODY HARRELSON, DAVID CROSS, DENNIS FARINA, CHERYL HINES, RICHARD KIND 
and CHRIS PARNELL. The film also stars award–winning comedian RAY ROMANO, the legendary 
German film director WERNER HERZOG and sitcom vet GABE (Welcome Back Kotter) KAPLAN.

Written and directed by Zak Penn (X-Men: Last Stand, The Incredible Hulk, The Avengers)

3D CONVERSION MATERIALS AVAILABLE
3D RELEASE IN GERMANY & UK

HUMBLE PIE 2009
It’s hard not to like Tracy Orbison (HUBBEL PALMER). An introspective Midwestern stock-
boy, Tracy passes his days scribbling poems in a notebook during shift breaks and day-
dreaming of making something more of himself... although there’s already quite a bit of him.

In a moment of enlightenment, he enrolls in an acting class taught by a pompous local actor 
(played by a hilarious WILLIAM BALDWIN). Things don’t quite go according to plan, and a 
tragically comical chain of mishaps leads Tracy to take a more active role in his life. He men-
tors a young delinquent, fends off his obnoxious mother (Academy Award® Nominee KATH-
LEEN QUINLAN) and wallflower sister (MARY LYNN RAJSKUB, Julie & Julia, and hit TV 
series 24 ), and attempts to conquer the elusive driver’s exam. A different kind of everyman, 
Tracy Orbison reminds us that the caution light flashes even while chasing our dreams.

“If  originality and eccentricity were prime rib, this film would be 
clogging arteries...” 

- Variety



T R A I L E R

THE DEBT 2007
Writer/Director Assaf Bernstein’s award winning multi-generational political thriller is filled 
with action and intrigue.  Produced by EITAN EVA, one of Israel’s most prominent producers.

In 1964, Rachel Brenner is one of three Mossad agents who capture “The Surgeon of Birke-
nau”, a Nazi war criminal. “The Surgeon” manages to escape so the agents fabricate “The 
Surgeon’s” death and return home as heroes. More than thirty years later, “The Surgeon” 
returns to confess his crimes. The three agents now need to terminate him to protect the lie. 

$60M ENGLISH REMAKE STARRING SAM WORTHINGTON 
& HELEN MIRREN. 
RELEASED BY MIRAMAX IN 2013 IN 20 COUNTRIES

SMITTY 2012
A heartwarming family story about how a young boy’s life is turned around by the love of 
a dog. Starring 2 Academy Award winners MIRA SORVINO and LOU GOSSETT JR. and 
4-time Academy Award nominee PETER FONDA. Smitty also offers a great supporting cast, 
including JASON LONDON, LOLITA DAVIDOVITCH, BRANDON TYLER RUSSELL 
and BOOBOO STEWART from the Twilight saga. Award winning director David Mickey Ev-
ans (Radio Flyer, The Sandlot, and Beethoven movies) is creating a new family film franchise.

“A heartland family drama with lots of heart. A winner.”
-Duane Byrge, The Hollywood Reporter

TOP North American FAMILY SELLER Phase 4 US release 2013



T R A I L E R

AT THE SINATRA CLUB 2011
It’s 1972 and the Mafia crime families are at war, but that isn’t enough to stop a young, 
unknown JOHN GOTTI, who has big ideas and even bigger ambitions. Gotti pulls to-
gether an unlikely crew made up of one member from each crime family to pull off a silver 
bullion heist. The Sinatra Club is where they plan the heist and John Gotti starts his rise 
to fame. Starring DANNY NUCCI (Titanic), JASON GEDRICK (Backdraft) written by 
Salvatore Polisi former right hand man of JOHN GOTTI,  directed by James Quattrochi.
“Watching Sinatra Club was nostalgic for me... I played cards in the real 
joint back then. The dialogue is authentic and the actors were spot on.”

- Henry Hill (Goodfellas)

APRIL SHOWERS 2010
From writer/director, Andrew Robinson, a survivor of the Columbine High School trag-
edy, comes “April Showers” a dramatized retelling of what it was like to be a survivor in 
the midst of the nation’s largest school shooting. Based largely on actual events.

“April Showers” features a budding cast lead by Kelly Blatz, Daryl Sabara (Spy Kids, A 
Christmas Carol), Janel Parrish (Bratz), Ellen Woglom with Illeana Douglas (To Die For, 
Goodfellas) and TOM ARNOLD (True Lies, Gardens of the Night) rounding out the 
cast. Featuring breathtaking cinematography by Independent Spirit Award Nominee, 
Aaron Platt (Wild Tigers I’ve Known)



T R A I L E R

GLAMOROUS LIE 2013
A Docu-soap in the vein of E! “True Hollywood Story”   

8 years into her relationship with a Fortune 500 president of one of the biggest tech compa-
nies in the world, the Oracle Corp., YaVaughnie Williams finds out that her lover is married 
and has a double life. We follow YaVaughnie through the glitz and glamour as she uncovers 
lie after lie, woman after woman...until one day, she’s had enough.  Her boyfriend would 
wake up to find his face on the side of a New York skyscraper, revealing his secrets. This is 
not only a story about revenge but how one woman refused to
be silenced and found herself again.

INVITED TO 9 FILM FESTIVALS AND WON THE AUDIENCE AWARD AT ITS 
PREMIERE AT THE HARLEM FILM FESTIVAL.

Beth Broderick  Corbin Bernsen  Chris Mulkey  Vincent Ventresca

She’s Not Bad

www.tricoastworldwide.com

She Just Acts That Way

BAD ACTRESS 2013
The director of Psycho Beach Party and the writer of Slap Her, She’s French with BETH 
BRODERICK (Sabrina the Teenage Wtich, Bonfire Of The Vanities, Psycho Beach Party)
Alyssa Rampart-Pillage is a washed up TV queen whose career has been reduced to 
starring in commercials for her husband Bernie’s appliance empire. When their tree-
hugging daughter Topanga dies in a tragic golf ball incident, Bernie goes off the spiri-
tual deep end and tries to give away their fortune…with disastrous results. But what 
starts off as tragedy quickly turns into career re-invention for Alyssa. And as the body 
count rises, so does her star.
FEMALE TV AUDIENCE GREAT REVIEWS!
US Theatrical Release Strand Releasing
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MY BROTHER
Starring VANESSA WILLIAMS, NASHAWN KEARSE, TATUM O’NEAL. Director: 
Anthony Lover. Producers: Gregory Segal, Leslieann Fouche, Gingi Rochelle. A heart-
warming, triumphant New York tale about a mother (VANESSA WILLIAMS) who 
knows that her time is running short. She tries to get her two boys, one of them mentally 
disabled, ready to face life based on the strong fundamentals she has instilled in them. 
The older brother becomes involved with crime figures while trying to support himself 
and his sibling; but using his mother’s wisdom, is ultimately able to escape a life of crime 
and realize his dream with the surprising help of his brother.

Multi-city US THEATRICAL RELEASE

UNDERGROUND
Underground is predicted to follow the great success of such films as The Final Des-
tination, Halloween II, and District 9. Flesh-eating creatures, created for warfare 
by a failed government experiment, terrorize a group of ravers who fight for their 
survival....underground. Where darkness lies...evil grows.

“A winning slice of new life on  
tried-and-true horror elements,” 

-Hollywood Reporter



T R A I L E R

CORKED!
A hilarious mockumentary of four distinctly different wineries and their intertwined 
fate in Northern California wine country. 
“Reminiscent of Spinal Tap and Best in Show, but a lot more fun to drink!”

-David Zucker, writer/producer/director Airplane!,  
The Naked Gun, and Scary Movie 3 & 4

“Hilarious and smart... A brilliant lampoon 
of winemaking.” 

-Duane Byrge, The Hollywood Reporter
“The wine industry mockumentary  

“corked!” is tasty and easy to swallow...” 
-Glenn Whipp, Los Angeles Times

“This movie is funny. It is very funny ... (it) should be watched twice.” 
-Eric Golub, Big Hollywood

ONE MORE NIGHT 
Starring Connie Britton, William Mapother, Tate Donovan, Ione Skye, Eric Stoltz, Peter 
Facinelli, Caitlin Keats, Sarah Clarke, and David Herman. Directed by Sarah Kelly
What do quarters, stoner spaghetti and the elusive agreement on “what is the greatest 
song of all time?” all have in common? They’re just a few of the memories that nine high 
school pals will reminisce about and re-live the day after a wild 1980s-themed party, in 
writer/director Sarah Kelly’s funny and touching One More night.
When Valinda’s parents decide to sell their Pacific Palisades home, she reunites with her 
high school friends for a wild and hilarious bash of bashes in one last effort to relive their 
carefree days at the site where so many of their fondest memories occurred.



T R A I L E R

CRAFTY LADIES
Join the DIY /  LIFESTYLE  revolution !  

This best selling do-it-yourself craft lifestyle show is now available in 22 half-hour 
episodes with top experts in their fields teaching, entertaining, and inspiring viewers 
with INTERIOR DESIGN, PARTY PLANNING, SEWING, RESTYLING CLOTHES, 
KNITTING, CROCHETING and much more!  As a series bonus there’s also 4 episodes 
available for crafty kids with wonderful projects that will give them HOURS OF FUN. 

22 x 30 Minute Episodes

X CORPS
Over 40 episodes of the hottest extreme sports ever!  From parasailing, to base jumping, 
jet skis, bmx, luge, race cars, dune buggies, rally cars, big waves, skateboards, jet planes,- 
every episode is different - if there’s someone crazy enough to do it - you can bet we’ve 
got it on camera!

Over 50 x 30 Minute Episodes

MTV-3 Premiere Series
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